Creating places for people
Ask does things differently.
At Ask we apply reverse logic to the conventional way
of delivering property development. That is because we
believe our industry is undergoing radical change.
It is bringing forward more challenging projects as the
renewal process gathers pace. It is demanding people
who think laterally; people who approach the process
upside down, who look at projects from the inside out
and turn conventional thinking on its head. People who
start at the end, who see the big picture and never lose
sight of the single biggest objective ...to create places
for people.

At each, the process of reverse logic permeated concept
thinking at the outset. By starting with a clear vision of the
end product, it has been possible to overcome conventional
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Revolution

reverse logic

is precisely the innovative way of thinking that has

brought the four founding shareholders in Ask together.

Andy Dodd, Simon Bate and Nick Payne, as owners of

Westport Developments, have pioneered a number of

Manchester City Centre’s most visited places, notably the

Malmaison Hotel in Piccadilly, Barça in Castlefield and the

award winning leisure scheme Deansgate Locks.

Barça

Castlefield

wisdom and deliver stunning results in untested locations.

Malmaison Hotel

Piccadilly, Manchester

Barbirolli Square

Manchester City Centre

the buildings’ occupiers but for people to enjoy at their leisure.

placed to create new and exciting destinations, not only for

which buildings of the highest architectural quality were

in favour of creating special, well designed spaces around

At each place traditional methods of delivery were rejected

Quayside

Stockport and the flagship regeneration of Hulme, Manchester.

Quayside in Newcastle, Cheadle Royal Business Park in

Northern England, including Barbirolli Square in Manchester,

outstandingly successful commercial developments across

company prominently engaged in creating a number of

former Director of a major international property development

conceptual approach of its Chief Executive Ken Knott, a

is the deep rooted philosophy which lies at the heart of the

Hulme Regeneration

Manchester

lateral thinking

Newcastle-upon-Tyne

steeped in creating special places for leisure from the least
obvious opportunities, the other delivering stunning larger, more
strategic projects – creates a breadth of expertise that few in the
industry can match.

Pitcher & Piano
Deansgate Locks
Oxford Street, Manchester

The Circus

In our towns and city centres the scale of change is turning them
upside down from soleless business and shopping centres to lively
places where people want to live, eat, work, shop, be entertained
and feel proud.

That is the agenda for the future. It is an agenda founded on the
principle of creating places for people and it is stimulating larger
more challenging projects. Ask is uniquely placed to respond to
that challenge. Drawing that capability together – one side

and capital values and stimulated widespread investment close by.

shareholders have very substantially outperformed forecast rental

things. Yet without exception, all of the places created by the

is by conventional standards a slightly chaotic way of approaching

upside down

Manchester City Centre

At Ask, the whole is very much larger than the sum of the parts.

Barbirolli Square, Manchester

inside out
Or outside in? Whichever way you experience our
projects, we want you to feel good. That characterises all
of Ask’s schemes. Invariably they will be places offering a
mix of functions since the agenda for change sweeping
across the country demands twenty four hour destinations
where people can live, work, be entertained or simply
relax. Our own capability extends deeply across the leisure,
retail and business space sectors. For those mixed use
projects that include residential floorspace, we have
sourced like-minded partners who excel in that sector.

Princess Street, Manchester

with Space Group has pioneered the ‘Krashpad’, a totally
managed state of the art apartment concept for professionals

Krashpads

In Manchester’s university quarter, Ask in partnership

and students alike.
Sheffield City Centre

Leopold Street

In Sheffield City Centre, Ask in partnership
with Gleeson City Living, is advancing a careful
restoration of classic listed buildings to create a
place to live, be entertained or to stay overnight.
Spinningfields, Manchester

adjoining Spinningfields, Ask in joint venture with
Crosby Homes, is creating the city’s first place to live and
work where, uniquely, companies will have the
opportunity to buy their workplace rather than lease it.
In each place the concept is driven by inside out thinking
– a down to earth approach based on the understanding
of real people and their real needs.

Quay Street

In Manchester’s cultural and media quarter,

One to One

on its head
Above all else every single one of our places will be
conceived on its head surrounded by the most creative
designers, the most lateral thinking engineers, dynamic
teams leading the agenda for change who share our
philosophy that we must not replicate the mistakes
of the past. At each stage of concept development we
must consistently challenge – will it create a desirable
place for people?

Doxford, Sunderland

It is those dynamics that drove our concept response to
New East Manchester in their search for a partner to
deliver a keynote business park on a 90 acre site in North
Manchester. We turned conventional thinking on its head
and posed the question – what type of place does this

Metrolink

community really want and really need?

A traditional business park was not the answer.

Manchester’s LRT System

We canvassed local people; they wanted top flight
companies offering lasting employment, on site
training to equip them for career opportunities,
a broad range of corporate occupier sectors, good
Ask HQ

public transport and a people focussed masterplan
integrated carefully into its surroundings.
Deansgate Quay, Manchester

In response we conceived Britain’s first high density
mixed use urban business park and jointly with
our partner Akeler, Europe’s leading business park
developer, we have been appointed. It is our flagship
project. We started at the end, saw the bigger picture
and will never lose sight of our single biggest objective
– to create a place where people really want to be.
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